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Effectively manage production inventory
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Streamline manufacturing
and logistics operations
Rising demand for personalized products and desire to get product to market
quickly are driving the trend to small lot production, also known as ‘the lot size of
one’. As product variety increases dramatically, concepts like Lean Manufacturing
and Inventory Stock Reduction become increasingly important.
By delivering just in time, work in process (WIP) can be massively reduced such that
the only materials on the shop floor are those either currently or very soon in use in
production. This requires that material-handling be as efficient as possible to get the
right quantities of the right inventory to each production point at the right moment.
For manufacturing companies to streamline manufacturing and logistics operations,
it’s crucial to optimize both data and material flows between logistics and production.
Enter FactoryTalk Warehouse Management, which integrates seamlessly with any
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) and offers premier integration with Rockwell
Automation MES solutions.

Warehouse inventory management
Controls all logistic operations for production inventory
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What is
FactoryTalk Warehouse?
FactoryTalk Warehouse can control all warehouse activities required to
support production operations, including inbound processing, storage
and operation, and outbound processing.
Specifically, Warehouse supports:
1.

Inbound processing activities: including goods receipt processing,
quality inspection, deconsolidation, labeling and put-away with
location determination based on material and storage conditions

2. Storage and operation activities: including stock records, stock
adjustment (e.g., based on stock counting), rearrangements of
logistic units and sublots, management of the status of batches and
sublots, transport orders based on material and storage conditions
and tracking the cool chain
3. Outbound processing activities: including goods issue processing,
picking with location determination, consolidation, packing, wave
management and shipping orders

Watch the video to find out more.
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Synchronize your
Warehouse Management
System with MES
Most manufacturing systems include two
touch points between MES and Warehouse
Management System (WMS) because MES
governs production and WMS controls
warehouse inventory and material moves. The
first feeds components and other WIP materials
to production lines and the second is at the end
of the lines where finished goods need to be
moved to the warehouse for shipping.
With the emergence of trends like ‘lot size
of one’, it’s critical that MES and WMS work
in close concert around issues like reducing
WIP inventory levels and increasing inventory
visibility. Rather than one system passing a set
of data or requests to another in batch mode,
it’s more efficient to synchronize the two.This
is where FactoryTalk Warehouse shines.

Watch the video to find out more.
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Build your
physical model
To support new products or production
volumes, manufacturers often need to
modify or expand their warehouse storage
capabilities. When the physical model is not
built on any standard, this can be a complex
and time-consuming process.
FactoryTalk Warehouse streamlines the
process by providing the necessary tools to
build the warehouse physical model based on
the S-95 standard. Following S-95 ensures
that the physical model is always well
organized, greatly simplifying maintenance
and warehouse operations.

Watch the video to find out more.
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Build your
workflows
To support new products or new operations,
manufacturers often need to modify existing
workflows or create new workflows. When the
solution is not modular, this can be a complex
and time-consuming process.
FactoryTalk Warehouse streamlines the
process by providing the necessary tools to
easily modify or build the warehouse workflows.
When you modify or build workflows, you can
use a library of standard functions (called
widgets) to define workflow sequences.

Watch the video to find out more.
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Execute
workflows
FactoryTalk Warehouse guides
and helps operators to execute
workflows effectively and
efficiently, and includes HTML5
web clients that support mobile
terminals.
Watch the video to find out more.
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Demonstrate
compliance
In both regulated and non-regulated
industries, implementing a GMP-compliant
system can help you to control and record
operation execution.
FactoryTalk Warehouse uses e-signatures
to control who can execute each critical
warehouse operation and transaction logs
to record operation execution. This helps
you to meet and demonstrate compliance
as required, or simply to manage operations
more effectively.

Watch the video to find out more.
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